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Abstract
Pauling's rules, first collected together over fifty years ago, have traditionally been
associatedwith electrostatic,"ionic" ideas of bonding in solids. In this paper we use a
purely orbital model to tackle some of the structural predictions made by the rules. As a
result of band structure computations on several model structures we present a scheme
which focusesattentionon the local anion coordination.We also use simpleorbital based
perturbation theoretical ideas to present a unifying explanation for Pauling's electrostatic
bond strengthsum rule and for the first time one for Baur's extensionof it. In almost all
areasthe predictionsof the rules and those of the covalentapproachare similar, but their
explanationsare very different.The ideaspresentedlead to a new level of understanding
concerningthe structuresof solids. These ideas have close ties with current models of
molecularstereochemistrv.
Introduction
ln 1929, Pauling proposed a collection of five rules
governingthe geometriesof ionic crystals(Pauling,1929).
These rules and the body of additionsand emendations
surroundingthem passedrapidly into the acceptedfolklore of crystal chemistry,and for more than 50 yearsthey
have remainedimportant and largely successfulguides
for mineralogistsand solid state structuralchemists.
In their original formulation, Pauling'srules were presented primarily as ad hoc generalizationsuseful in
developing the hypothetical geometric models which
were necessaryto the solution of complex crystal structures using the experimentalmethods available in the
1920's.While several of the rules are given interpretations basedon the ionic model, their proof is clearly in
their applicability to real structures rather than in the
details of somewhat vague ionic arguments. Further,
nonionicways of looking at crystalsenter implicitly even
in 1929 (see Pauling's remark that 6-memberedrings
occur in beryl becausethe bond angleat the oxygenatom
in such rings approximatesthe tetrahedralangle).In his
later writings Pauling(1960)is quite explicit in claiming
that evenquite covalentmaterialsmay obey rulesisomorphousto someof thoseapplyingin ionic crystals.Despite
efforts to distinguishbetween geometricpreceptsand a
particular method of computing crystal energies,Pauling's rules have frequently beenidentifiedwith the ionic
model,and the successofthose rules hasoften beenused
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as an argumentfor the ionic nature of the bonding in such
compounds.
Sinceabout 1970,Gibbs and Tosselland their coworkers (Gibbs et al., 1981;Tosselland Gibbs, 1978)have
made substantialprogress in clarifying the origins of
Pauling'srules by showing that many of his geometric
predictions,most notably the shorteningof sharedpolyhedral edges,are consequencesnot only of ionic argumentsbut also of more or lesscovalenteffectswhich can
be studiedby performingmolecularorbital calculations.
At presentthe results of such computationshave led to
predictions of bond angles, the variations of bond
strengthswith bond angles,and so on, which in general
seemin very good agreementwith observation.Unfortunately, the methodsof Tossell and Gibbs have required
them to perform calculationsnot on crystalsas a whole
but on "molecular" fragments chosen to mimic local
regionswithin a crystal. This is usuallynot a limitation in
investigatinglocal geometric preferences,but it does
meanthat the energiesof crystal structureswhich differ in
basic atomic topology and connectivity cannot be compared.The most obviousway to discusstheoreticallythe
electrostaticvalencerule or the rules involvingthe destabilizing character of shared polyhedral elements is to
comparethe energiesof real and hypotheticalstructures
some of which obey and some of which disobey these
rules. Calculationson small molecularclusters will not
lead to such information.
In this paper, we presentan interpretationof Pauling's
rules basedon the resultsof band structurecalculations
using the "tight binding" approximation.These are just
covalent "molecular orbital" calculationsapplied not to
such clustersbut to the crystal as a whole. Using these
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resultswe will obtainan electronicunderstandingof these
rules compatiblewith the argumentspresently used to
rationalizea large number of molecular structures.This
understandinghas a simple geometriccontent basedon
the hybridization and coordinationgeometry of the anions in the crystal.The structureswe will considercan be
orderedenergeticallyby consideringanion coordination
spheres.While our calculationsand interpretationgenerally supportPauling'srules, we mention severalinteresting points at which our predictionsdiffer from his.
The structure types we shall discuss are largely either
wurtzite derivatives or dipolar tetrahedral structures
(Mclarnan and Baur, 1982).This choiceis motivatedby
the desire to consider a large family of closely related
types which are typical of mineral structures with 4coordinatedanions.We expect our major conclusionsto
apply to a far larger class of structures than those actually
studied. Similarly, most of our calculationsuse atomic
parametersfor Be and O, not becauseof the overwhelming mineralogicalimportance of bromellite (wurtzite-type
BeO), but becauseBe and O lie near the top of the
periodic table and BeO seemsa typical "ionic" wurtzitetype compound.None ofour conclusionsdependon this
precise choice of parameters. In the final section we
mention some structures with two- and three-coordinate
anlons.
In discussingour calculations,we shall often use the
words "anion" and "cation" as a familiar shorthandfor
electronegativeand electropositiveatoms, respectively.
This terminology is used solely for linguistic convenience, and is not intended to have any implication
regarding the physical nature of the bonding in any
compound.

Rule 2: electrostatic valence sums
"In a stable coordination structure the electric charge
of each ion tends to compensatethe strength of the
electrostaticvalencebonds reaching to it from the cations
at the centersof the polyhedra of which it forms a corner;
that is, for each anion

(:>1=7,,"

(l)

(Pauling, 1929).Here -( is the charge of an anion, i runs
over all cations coordinated to that anion, zi and 4 are the
chargeand coordinationnumbers,respectively,of cation
i, and s1: z;lta.This electrostaticvalencerule, while only
approximatelysatisfiedby somecompounds,has proven
an enormous aid to mineralogistsand crystallographers.
It is, for example,the primary method for distingishing
02- from (OH)- and H2O in complex mineralstructures.
Further, it was regardedby Bragg (1930)as the most
importantand innovative of Pauling'srules.
Pauling himselfjustified this rule by saying that configurations satisfyingit placed highly chargedanions at sites
of large positive potential, and hence of high bond
strength sums; though this argument does little to prove
the equality of charge and bond sum. On the other hand,
the validity of the rule for simple crystals follows from
purely topologicalconsiderations:any binary compound
in which all atoms of each type have the samecoordination number must satisfy the rule.
Since formal chargeis not a quantity appearingin the
molecularorbital formalism,(although,given the molecular wavefunctionwe can calculatean atomic chargefrom
a populationanalysis)it does not seem possibleto use
thesecalculationsto test the valencesum rule numericalPauling's First Rule: ionic radii
ly (i.e., to predict the allowabledepartureof Is1 from ().
"A coordinated polyhedron of anions is formed about It is possible,however, to ask whether such calculations
each cation, the cation-anion distance being determined predict qualitatively that more highly charged anions
by the radius sum and the coordinationnumber of the shouldoccupy siteswith larger bond sums.To do this we
cation by the radius ratio." (Pauling, 1929). This is must consider a structure with more than one type of
perhapsthe best known of Pauling's rules and introduces anionand with two or more cation speciesdifering either
the concept of atomic (or rathei ionic) size. Because in charge or coordination number or both. The only
approximate molecular orbital methods predict bond dis- known suchstructurewhich is a derivativeof the wurtzite
tances poorly, we cannot directly use our band calcula- type is that adoptedby a-LiSiON (Laurent et al., 1980;
tions to cast light on this rule. However we do wish to
Laurentet al., l98l;O'Keeffe et al., l98l), and probably
point out the progressmadein recentyearsusingPhillips' by MgAION and ZnAlON. This structure, shown in
Mendeleyevianphilosophy in the area of structural map- Figure l, hasa (2,l) unit cell; that is, it hasc = 2as,b : bs
ping (St. John and Bloch, 1974;Zungerand Cohen, 1978; and c = c0, where as, bs, cs are the axes of the smallest
Bloch and Schatteman,l98l; Burdett et al., 1982).An
orthohexagonalcell of a hexagonalclose packing. Also
important result obtained by the use of pseudopotential shownin Figure I are three other hypotheticalstructures
radii (r1) has been the much closer definition of atomic representingthe only ways to order equalnumbersof two
"size". More specificallythe identificationof 11rwith an cationsover the metal sitesin the (l,l) wurtzite supercell.
electronegativity has allowed a close correspondenceto
The notationemployedfor thesetypes is that of Mclarbe made betweenbilliard-ball theories based on sphere nan and Baur (Mclarnan and Baur, 1982; Baur and
packingsand modern electronic ideas basedupon orbital
Mclarnan, 1982)who refer to a-LiSiON as the W-Pbc2;
concepts.In this paper we will focus on the remaining ( 2 , 1 )t y p e .
Paulingrules.
None ofthese four structuretypes exactly satisfiesthe
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to determine the charge on each atom in this model
crystalvia a populationanalysis(Burdett, 1980;Chenand
Hoffmann, 1976).Inthe real compound,the more electronegativeO atoms can be expectedto occupy the sites
with the larger electron density (i.e., larger negative
charge).In order to avoid confusingeffectsdue to metal
chargewith those due to metal size, we have carriedout
such calculationsfor MgAION rather than for LiSiON,
and havefurther chosenidenticalSlaterexponentsfor the
two metals.Correspondingly,all calculationshave been
(b)
(o)
performedwith equalcation-aniondistances.The resulting chargesare given in Table l, which showsthat indeed
siteswith small bond strengthsums, which accordingto
the secondrule should be occupiedby O rather than N,
are significantlymore electronrich. A further test of this
is given in Table 2, which shows the site chargesand
energiesof all four of thesestructurescalculatednot with
averagedanionsbut with real O and N atoms.Valuesare
shownfor both the orderingexpectedfrom Pauling'srule
and the oppositeone. The correctly orderedstructureslie
lowest in energy, followed by those in which O and N
occupy siteswith equal electrostaticbond strengthsum,
followed by those in which N occupiessites with lower
(d)
bond sum than O. Further, in the structures with the
Fig. |. ldealizedcrystalstructuresof a-LiSiON : W-Pbc2r Pauling'srule-predictedordering,there has beena migra(2,1) (a) and three hypotheticalarrangements
of the same tion of charge away from both N and Mg, the more
(l,l) (c)and\N-Pmc21 electropositiveanion and cation, toward both Al and O,
(b),tN-P3m
stoichiometry:
W-Pmn21(l,l)
(l,l) (d). The anionsare hexagonally
close packedand the the more electronegativepair.
: Si(0),N(i);empty
cationsfill tetrahedral
holes.Filledsquares
The valence sum rule, however, says more than just
: Li(0),O(il;filledcircles= Si (),N(0; emptycircles:
squares
that
very electronegativecations, i.e., those with small
L(t,O(il.Only the cationtetrabedra
at z: 0 are drawn.
formal charges, should be located in sites of
negative
Structuresb{ and their antistructuresare the only ones
geometrically
possiblefor LiSiON with a (l,l) orthohexagonal small electrostaticvalence sums. It also says that the
bond strengthsum should equal the negativeofthe formal
cell.
charge.In our covalentlanguage,this meansthat anions
of the same electronegativity should be found in sites of
electrostaticvalence rule (Fig. 2). In three of them, aequalbond sum. Thus, in calculationsin which all anions
LiSiON, W-Pmn21(l,l) and W-P3m (l,l), half of the
are taken to be identical,the W-Pmczt (l,l) structurein
anions are coordinated to 3 atoms of metal A and one of
which every anion receivesthe samebond strengthsum
metal B, and the other half are coordinatedto 3B + lA.
shouldbe favoredover the W-P3m(l,l), W-Pmnzt(l,l)
For (A,B) : (Li,Si) this producesbond strengthsumsof
3.25and 1.75,while for (Mg,Al) the bond strengthsums
are 2.75 and 2.25. While the bond strengthsums are not
Li
Li
Si
Si
equalto 3 and2, it is easyto seethat they come as close
it
to these values as is possible for wurtzite derivatives
L i It t S i
Sii
Li
where all metal atoms of eachkind are crystallographically equivalent.In the W-PmcZ1(l,l) type, every anionis
coordinatedby 2A + 28, and hencehas Is; : 2.5.
ebs= 1.75 ebs=3.25
We would like to show that in an ABON crystal with
the w-Pbc21Q,l), w-Pmn2' (1,1)or w-P3m (l,l) srructure, the nitrogen atoms will occupy the sites of higher
AI
Mg
Mg
AI
bond sum,and that thesestructuresall lie lower in energy
thanthe W-Pmc21(1,1)
type in which O and N atomssee
the samebond sum. The standardway of predictingsite
preferencesof this sort using modern electronicideasis
e b s =2 . 7 5
to calculate the orbital wavefunction of a material in
ebs=2.25
which O and N atoms are both replaced by hypothetical
Fig. 2. Electrostaticbond sumsfor LiSiON and MgAION in
atomsintermediatein sizeand electronegativity,and then the structuretypes W-Pmn2r(l,l) or tN-P3m(l,l).
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populations of all crystallographically distinct Mg-O, AlO, Mg-N and Al-N bonds in the eight structure types of
Structure
ts
Table 2 as a function of the electrostatic bond strength
fl-Pbc2l(2,1)
7.5238
2.75
sum at the anion. These bond overlap populations are a
U-Pnn2t(l,l)
7. 5 2 2 3
2 -75
measure of the calculated bond strength between two
W-P3m(1,1)
W-Pnc2t{1,1)
7-5919
atoms, and hence normally correlate inversely with bond
l , l - P m c 2(r 1 , 1 )
7 .5932
(
2
,
1
t
{
P
b
c
2
1
7.6643
)
2.25
lengths.
Thus, the calculated decreasesin the bond
t.oo)J
H-hrn2t(1,1)
2-25
H-P3n(1,1)
2 -25
overlap populations of all four types of bonds with
increasing anion saturation represents a prediction by
a
Ttre number, q, of valence eleclrons on slLes rllh
"molecular orbital" methods of exactly the qualitative
bond strenSgh sums ln l€Al(0,N)r'
electrostatic
dtfferent
6Lrucbures vtLh this cooposition are con-Four dlfferent
bond
length variations observed generally by Baur. We
all anions {ere glven
fn these calculatlons
sldered.
paraneters lnEermediate between those ol 0 and N,
identical
emphasizethat these numbers come from computations
assoclated
dlfferences
ln q reflect
so bhat varlatlons
which generatethe band structure of the infinite crystal
wlth the sites,
not uith ghe nature of the anions. In
lhls and other tables in the texl se have deliberately
and not from molecular fragments. It is also important to
p
e
r
h
a
p
s
absolutely
fiSures than
aeporLed Bore siSnificant
necesaary,
note that all of the calculations are performed on structures with identical anion-cation distancesso that there is
no geometrical bias initially built into the problem. The
andW-Pbc2(2,1)types in which half the anionshave Is;
= 2.25,and half have Is1 = 2.7t. That this is so is shown effects we are seeing are purely electronic ones.
All of these results can be understood using the methin Table 3, which gives the energiesof these four structures with all the anions given equal parametersmidway ods of perturbation theory (Burdett, 1980; Hoffmann,
between those of O and N. We shall return below both to l97l) usingwell-knowntechniques.The occupiedorbitals
this calculated preference of identical anions for similar in MgAION are largely located on the anions, so to
environments and to the significant fact that the energy evaluate the bonding energy of a particular structure for
MgAION we must ask how the anion levels are perturbed
difierencesin Table 3 are smaller than those in Table 2.
One other important variation on Pauling's secondrule in the crystal from their energies in a free atom. These
is the Zachariasen-Baur extension of it (Baur, 1970)to perturbations will arise on our model primarily from the
state that oversaturated anions should form unusually strongestorbital interactionsexperiencedby the anions,
long bonds to their cation neighbors, and that undersatu- namely those with the neighboringmetal atoms. Consider
rated anions should form unusually short bonds. As therefore the interaction of a single anion orbital with
shown by Baur (1981a)nearly all of the variation of energyH11with a singlecation orbital with energyH22>
individual Si-O bond lengths which can be attributed to H11 as in Figure 4. The magnitudeof the interaction
any local effect is due to this relation between pe, the between these two orbitals is measuredby their overlap
electrostaticbond strength sum at an oxygen atom in the integral S12.It is therefore reasonableto write (Burdett,
structure, and d(Si-O). Figure 3 plots the bond overlap 1980)the energy ofthe perturbed anion orbital as a power
Table l. Electronic chargesin MgAl(O,N)z structuresa

Table 2. Bond sums,chargesand energiesof MgAION variants'

)

q (e

s.(vu)

Structu re

,l
Energy (eV )

A1

tls
0 .0ll rr4

- 2 9 1. 2 1 2

w-Pbc2t(2,1)

2.25

2.75

'1
.76\'t

1.365\

0.8255

W-Pmn2r(1,1)

2.25

2 .75

7 :7659

1 .3627

0.8209

0 .0505

-291.2 12

7 .7673

7 .3586

0.8211

0.0470

- 2 9 1. 2 2 \

W-P3m(1,1)

w-Pmc2l(1,1)

2.5

l , l - P n c 2(.1, , 1 ) *

2.5

2.5

2,15

2.25

t l - P b c 2 .( ,2 , 1 ) *
W-Pnn2t(1,'!)r
w-Plm(1,1)r

7 .7 127

7 .\3\9

O. 8 2 6 9

o.0255

-291.153

7.7116

?.4383

0.8231

o .0270

-291.143

?.6508

7.5302

0.6813

o . 13 7 7

-290 .742

7.6502

?.5310

0.6?3q

0. r453

-290.733

7.6510

7.5289

0.678?

0.1q14

-290.7\3
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Table 3. Energies of some averagedMgAION structures"
Struclure

Energy (eV/fnla -untt )

(1,1)
W-Rrc21

-290 -938

w - P 3 D l(, I )

-290.802

W-Pmn21(1,1)

-290.796

W - P b c z (t 2 , 1 )

-290.80r

AI
c
o

'Tlre
for llaAloN,
energies of 4 posslble structureg
conputed flith both 0 and N replaced by an averaged anion
wlth atof,ic parameters midvay betveen thelrs.
The fiost
W-Rrc2t(1,1)
stable structure type tn thlr calculation,
ia the one in which all anlons aee equal bond strdngth
suns of 2.5.

seriesin Srz. As long as Hrr,Hzz and H22-H11are of the
sameorder of magnitude, the leading terms in this series
ar€ E1 = Hn + H12S?2/(Hrr- H2). Thus e..ua: HTzS?zl
(Hrr - Hz) < 0 is the first order energeticstabilization of
the filled anion orbital. Often the numerator of this
expression is sufficiently constant so that one can write
€5166
a(H11 - Hzz)-'. Thus, the stabilization resulting
from two interacting orbitals is inversely proportional to
their energy difference. Further, these secondorder energy terms are additive so that if the anion is coordinatedby
several cations of energies Hzz, HLz, Hiz, . .. one has
G31a6
a(H11- Hz)-t + (Hrr - HL)-t + (Hrr - Hiz)-l
+ . . . . The metalorbital is pushedup in energy,i.e., it is
destabilized. Since it is unoccupied it will not contribute
energetically to the problem and we will mention it no
further.
The atomic orbitals in MgAION increase in energy in
the order O < N < Al < Mg. In structures ordered
according to Pauling's second rule, the most numerous
nearestneighbor interactions are between O and Mg and
between N and Al. The common pairs of neighbors in
structures with the opposite ordering are O-Al and NMg. Let H1be the energy of an atom of elementi. Then
the efect of interchangingthe anions (Fig. 2) in a structure satisfying Pauling's postulate is to replace contributions to the crystal binding energy proportional to (Ho Hrr)-t + (HN - Ha)-r with terms proportionalto (He HeD-r i (HN - Hr*)-t. To determine whether or not
this change is stabilizing, we evaluat€ Ae,66 = (Ho Ho,)-l + (HN - H"r)-' - (Ho - HMJ-I - (HN HeJ-' = [(Ho - HeD-' - (Ho - HrJ-t] + [(HN HMJ-r - (HN - -^J*tl. Expandingthis yields (Her Hve) {[(Ho - HeJ (Ho - Hr,aJ]-t - [(HN - HaJ (Hr.,Hue)l-t). SinceH6 - Hnr ( HN - Hel and Hq - Hr*le(
HN - Hr"reand all four of these terms are negative; the
expressionin braces is negative and Ae,66 > 0. Thus the
arrangementwith the ordering predicted by Pauling'srule
should be the more stable one, as observed and as
calculated.
More generally, the consequenceof this reasoning is
that stable crystal structures should allow as many interactions as possible between electronegativecations and
electropositive anions and between electropositive cat-

o

)o
o
o
o
o

c
o
(D

2 50

225

2:15

f,s;Iv.ul
Bond overlop populotionsot 0

c
o

=o
o

o
o
o
E
c
o
o

2.25

2.50

2.75

!s;[v.u]
Fig. 3. The metal-anion bond overlap populations for all
inequivalent bonds in the eight possible structuresfor MgAION
listed in Table 2, plotted against the bond strength sum at the
anion. In all cases a negative correlation is predicted, in
accordancewith the extended valence sum rule.
ions and electronegative anions. This conclusion is essentially equivalent to that arising in a slightly diferent
context from Pearson's ideas of hard and soft acids and
bases (Pearson, 1966). It is interesting however that here
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anron
cation
Fig. 4. Schematicorbital interactionpicture showingthe
stabilizationof the bondingorbital(largelyanioncentered)and
destabilizationof the antibondingorbital (largely cation
centered).
the major driving force for (hard-soft) + (soft-hard) -+
(hard-hard) + (soft-soft) is the strong covalent stabilization of the soft-soft pair rather than any type of ionic
interaction.
It is of interest at this stageto compare this result with
the ones of Ramberg(1952)concerningthe position of
chemical equilibrium in metamorphic systems. From
electrostaticconsiderationsRambergsuggestedthat the
most stable pair of compounds for a system containing
two anions and two cations of equal charge is the one
where the smallest anion and cation are paired and the
largestanion and cation are paired. As an example,for an
ensemblecomposedof Be, Sr, O and S ions, the prediction (and indeed the observation) is for the stability of
BeO + SrS to exceedthat of BeS + SrO. This of courseis
the opposite result to our conclusion above f it were
extendedto this problem.However our result must be put
in perspective.It is a way, borrowed from molecular
chemistry of examining site preferences,and not a route
for the generation of heats of formation of individual
moleculesor crystallinecompounds.(We note, too, that
Ramberg's qualification of his rule to include covalent
interactions, is in the direction treated by our approach
above.)
Appendix 2 develops the perturbation theoretic analysis further and demonstratesthe following results:
(l) The preferencefor the ordering given by pauling's
rule in MgAION does not depend on the constancyof
ftjSfr. fnus, in general in a compound containingtwo
anion species the more electronegative anion should
preferthe site of smallerls;, i.e., it shouldprefer to have
a smaller coordinationnumber or to be coordinatedby
more electropositive metals.
(2) In the transformation from structures with po :
2 . 7 5 ,p N : 2 . 2 5 t o s t r u c t u r e w
s ith pe :2.25, pp = 2.75
electronsmigrateaway from both Mg and N toward both
Al and O.
(3) In any metal-anion bond, increasing pun;ondecreasesthe bond overlap population and therefore increasesbond length.
(4) Anions of the samespeciesprefer to occupy sitesof

equal bond strength sum, though the energeticeffects
driving this preference are of smaller order than those
driving electronegativeanions to occupy sites of lower
bond strength sums than electropositiveones. That is,
this effect appears only in considering second order
perturbationsofthe anionenergies,notjust the first order
terms discussedabove.
Thus, simple perturbation argumentsserve to give a
complete qualitative explanationof the results derived
aboveby more elaboratecalculationswith the computer.
Of course,these local perturbationargumentsrepresent
simplificationsof the real situation by ignoring all but
nearestneighborinteractions,by passingover the effects
of local geometryon theseinteractions,and by glossing
over the fact that all four types of atoms have not one
isolated valence level but an s and three p orbitals at
differentenergies.Theseall introduceadditionalnumerical complexityinto the bondingpicture but do not affect
the validity of the perturbation arguments in broad outline. Hencethe four rules statedabovecan be expectedto
be valid generallyin "ionic" insulators,i.e., in solids in
which atomscan be divided into "cations" and "anions"
differingsignificantlyin electronegativityand in which all
closebondinginteractionsare betweena "cation" and an
anion".
Although the results of this orbital-based analysis
closelyparallelthoseofPauling'srule and an electrostatic
model,they are not identical.Becauseformal chargedoes
not directly appear in our molecular orbital languagewe
cannotcommentexplicitly on the numericalrelation ( =
trsi. Neverthelessour rules, that anions of increasing
electronegativityoccupy sitesof decreasing2s; and that
identicalanionsoccupy sitesof similar Is1, coupledwith
the topologicalconstraint that when averagedover the
contentsof a unit cell (() : (Is;), go a long way toward
securingapproximatenumericalsatisfactionof this rule.
Further, as pointed out frequently (Baur, l98la) differencesofup to 40Vobetween( and Is; are not uncommon
even in stable compounds;so that an ability to predict
numericalequalityis not necessarilya desirablefeaturein
the theory.
An advantage of the orbital approach over a purely
ionic model is that it allows an extremelysimpleexplanation for Baur's extendedelectrostaticvalencerule. At the
simplest level, this rule amounts to the remark that
increasingthe coordination number of an anion or the
electronegativityof its metal neighborsties up more and
moreof its electrondensityin thesebondsand leavesless
densityavailablefor bondingwith anotherfixed neighboring atom. The perturbation argument in Appendix 2
phrasesthis explanationmore precisely,and the detailed
calculationsshown in Figure 3 confirm it further. By
contrast,in a simpleionic modelwith point chargesand a
sphericallysymmetricrepulsion,the force betweena pair
of atoms is unaffectedby neighboringatoms. Thus, a
fairly complexargumentinvolving secondnearestneighbors or polarization would have to be used to explain
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ionically the extendedvalencesum rule, making it seem
rather a surprise that it has the predictive power it does.
The rule's extraordinary predictive power would thus
seemextremely puzzling from the standpoint of the ionic
model.
The most significantdeparture of our analysis from
conventionalideas, however, lies in the replacementof
formal charge with electronegativity. In most cases,
increasingthe formal charge of an anion decreasesits
electronegativity.Our rule that more electropositiveanions occupythe sitesof largerIsi then resultsin the same
orderingas that predictedby Pauling.Where this is not
the case, the two theorieswould make oppositepredictions. Thus importantly, since nitrogen is more electronegativethan sulfur despiteits higherformal charge,we
predictthat LiSiSN and MgAISN should not be isostructural with the analogousoxynitrides but should have
structuresin which ps > pN in violation of Pauling's
second rule. Synthesis of these or other compounds
involving two anions in which the more electronegative
has the higher chargewould thus be extremely interesting.
In order to make our prediction of orderingsviolating
the electrostaticvalencerule more plausible,and at the
sametime to show the importanceof relatingmineralogy
and molecularchemistry,we mentionanothersite preference problem previously treated by us (Burdett, 1982).
The AsaSamolecular unit found in realgar is shown in
Figure 5. This is not an ionic structuresinceit possesses
As-As bonds and 5-rings, and so the electrostaticvalence rule does not help us decide which atom should
occupy the two-coordinate sites and which atom the
three-coordinatesites. A calculation on this molecule
giving all atoms the same atomic parametersresults,
however, in placing more chargeon the two-coordinate
sites,so that thesepositionsare predictedto be occupied
by the more electronegativeS atoms. This is in keeping
with the generalrule (which can be justified by a perturbation argument like that above) that the more electronegativeatoms in a molecule occupy the site of lower
coordination number.
Of course,were realgarthe only suchstructureknown,
one might be tempted to argue instead,that S occupies
the site of lower coordination number becauseof its
smaller "valence". This argumentwould be similar to
one usingthe valencesum rule, sincein ionic compounds

s
Fig. 5. The SaNaand As4S4(realgar)structuresshowingthe
exchangeof the sulfur atom locations.

@7

valence : formal charge. That this explanation is not
generallyvalid and that the one using electronegativityis
of better predictive value is seen by considering the
structureof SaN+,also shownin Figure 5' Here nitrogen,
despiteits larger valence,doesnot occupy the As sitesin
realgarbut the S sites,while sulfur, now the less electronegativeatom, is found in the sitesof highercoordination
number. Electronegativitythus seems more important
than valencein determiningsite preferencesin molecules,
and we predict the sameshould be true in more "ionic"
crystalsas well, as suggestedby our numericalcalculations.
Rules 3 and 4: shared geometric elements
"The presenceof shared edges, and particularly of
shared faces, in a coordinated structure decreasesits
stability; this effect is large for cations with large valence
and small coordinationnumber,and is especiallylargein
casethe radiusratio approachesthe lower limit of stability ofthe polyhedron." "In a crystal containingdifferent
cations,those with large valenceand small coordination
numbertend not to sharepolyhedronelementswith each
other." (Pauling,1929).With thesetwo rules, the second
of which is an obvious corollary of the first, Pauling
moves from consideringthe geometrywithin an atom's
coordinationsphereto discussingsystemsof linked polyhedra. With these rules, too, Pauling'sionic interpretation appearsmost conspicuously:the absenceof shared
geometricalelements is attributed to the destabilizing
effects of cation-cation Coulombic repulsionsin structures where they occur. Numerous structuresviolating
these rules, especiallythe third rule, are now known.
Conspicuousexamplesinclude B-BeO(Smithet al., 1965)
and the isotypic compoundsBeCl2,SiS2and SiO2-W,all
of which containedge-sharingtetrahedra.Another striking exampleis the lovely dumortieritetype (Moore and
Araki, 1978)which has in one crystal edge-sharingoctahedral chains,face-sharingoctahedralchains, and octahedral chains combiningedge-and face-sharing.Nevertheless, these rules are satisfiedfrequently enough to
merit further investigation using molecular orbital methods. A preliminary account of our studies on BeO has
beenpublished(Burdett and Mclarnan, 1982).
In order both to test Pauling'sargumentfor rules 3 and
4 and to seeka covalentunderstandingof theserules, we
havecomparedthe observedwurtzite type structureof dBeO with alternativestructureshaving an h.c.p. oxygen
framework but including varying amountsof edge-sharing
amongBeO4tetrahedra. Such structurescan be produced
from the wurtzite type by occupying some upwardpointing and some downward-pointing tetrahedra in the
h.c.p. framework, instead of filling only the upwardpointing sites as in wurtzite. We have consideredonly
those structuresin which occupiedtetrahedrashareedges
but not faces. These structures are called dipolar tetrahedral structuresby Mclarnan and Baur (1982)who show
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Electrostatic interactions fall off very slowly with distance (they diminish as 1/r), so one might well imagine
that the Madelungenergy of a crystal should be poorly
predicted from a knowledge of purely local geometry.
The high degree of linearity in the plot of Madelung
=
energy vs. sharededges(r2 = 0.869)is thus actually a
J
o
c
surprise. Overlap interactions fall off much more rapidly
E
than electrostatic(at least as t/d), but this fact alone
o
=
obviously does not explain the observedlinear relation (r2
E
o
= 0.959) between number of shared edges and band
;CD
?-rssr
structure energy.
o
To understandthe variation in covalent energy, it is
o
c')
o
o
natural to consider first the atoms on which the majority
o
J
of the electron density resides, that is, the anions. In
o
E
C
o
these twenty-two crystal structures there are four possi=
co -155 2
ble anion coordinationgeometries,which are shown in
Figure 7a. Thesegeometriesare numbered0, l, 2 and 3,
the numbers indicating the number of shared edgesin
which an anion in that configurationparticipates.The
energetic efects of these different geometries can be
-r553
05
r0
assessedby computing the energies of eight-electron
OBei6 "molecules" via ExtendedHtickel calculationsof
Shorededges/formulo
unit
in
Fig. 6. Therelationbetween
numberofshared
edges
between the molecular type. For conceptual simplicity and
place
which
calculations
order
to
model
better
the
crystal
cationtetrahedra
andboththeelectrostatic
Madelungenergyand
the one-electroncovalent band structure energyfor 2 real very little electron density on the metal atoms, we employ
polymorphs
observed
and2l hypothetical
ofBeO.Thestructure pseudoberylliumatoms having only s orbitals in these
typesplottedare the wurtzite(o-BeO)type (cross),the pBeO
calculations.The parametersare listed in Appendix I,
type (x) and the 2l hypothetical
dipolartetrahedral
structures and the energiesare given in Table 4.
with (l,l) or (2,1)unit cells.The smallnumbers
by someof the
Given these values, approximate energies for the
points tell how many points are representedby the single twenty-two crystal structures can be computed by simply
symbol.
that there are five such structurespossiblewith a (l,l)
orthohexagonal
cell, and seventeensuchstructureswith a
(2,1) cell. For the compositionBeO they all satisfy the
electrostaticvalencerule exactly, so that from the standpoint of Pauling's rules applied to idealized structures
with all tetrahedra regular, they should differ in energy
only becausethey ditrer in amount of edge,sharing.
Figure6 showsthe energiesof thesetwenty-two structuresplotted as a function of the numberof sharededges.
In this plot we have evaluatedthe energyboth using our
covalent band structure calculations and irsing a pure
point charge Madelung sum (i.e., E = ll2 l(qiq:/rii),
whereq; and q are the chargeson atomsi andj separated
by a distance rij), the most extreme and simple ionic
model. As can be seen,in both casesthe energycan be
describedaccurately as a linear function of the number of
sharededges,in keepingwith Pauling'sthird and fourth
rules.Thus, either a purely electrostaticor an essentially
purely orbital model predicts that counting sharededges
is nearly equivalent to working out total energy. Of
course, the two methods have different standard states,
and both produce meaningfulrelative energiesbut not
meaningfulabsoluteenergies;so one would not expect
either the interceptsor the slopesof the two lines to be
equal.

(o)

4{ }--t
(b)
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Fig. 7. (a) The five different oxygen coordination
environments found in the 23 structure types in Fig. 6.
Conformation 0 is a regular tetrahedron. Conformations l, 2 and
3 are derived from a tetrahedronby replacingtetrahedralangles0
= 109.47"with anglesof 18010between l, 2 and 3 pairs of bonds,
respectively.ArrangementB, found only in pBeO, has local
symmetry mm2, as shown. (b) Five other possible molecular
geometriesfor OBea.
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by ensuring a realistic ligand environment, which can
only be achievedin the crystal itself). Crystal energies
are then, to a first approximation,the sums of energies
Bond Overlap Populalions
associatedwith the anion coordination environments.
<Be-Be>
<B€-0>
E'(ev)
E(ev )
"l{olecule"
However we cannot completelyexcludean extra orbital
-0-0049
0.0935
0
effect, increasingwith the number of sharededges,and
0
0
-0.0039
0.0905
0 . 0 16 2
0.0255
I
transmittedthrough the bridgingoxygenatoms, sincewe
-0.0032
0.0863
0.0459
0.065q
2
have no meansof knowing whether the variations in the
-0.0028
0.0803
0.0930
0 .1221
3
local geometry sum numerically accounts for all of the
-0.0040
0 . 0 911
0 , 0 11 ?
0.020I
8
calculated variation in the band structure energy. With
aThe
this qualificationwe developthe idea that increasingthe
in
OBe! "no]ecules"
energies E of bhe 5 different
relative
Fl8ure 7. the enerSles E' for the sane nolecules aie compuled after
number of shared edges, increasesthe number of less
The average Be-o and
t18and-11gand interactions.
droppin8 all dlrect
thes€
lncluding
Be-Be bond oveflap populations refer to the calculation
stableanion coordinationenvironments.
interactiona.
As a further test of the importance of anion coordination, we consider the structure of pBeO (Smith et al.,
takingIniEi where n; is the numberof anionsper unit cell
1965)shown in Figure 9. This materialis a three-dimenhaving coordinationgeometryi, and Et is the energy of sional framework composedof edge-sharingBe2O6dithis geometryfrom Table 4. As can be seenin Figure 8'
mers which then link by vertex-sharing.The oxygen
this calculated energy obtained from "molecular" frag- atoms are not closest-packedbut form the less dense
ments and the crystal energy from the full band structure rutile packingof Baur (l98lb). If the BeO4tetrahedrain
computation agree extraordinarily well (r2 : 0.994). The this arrangementare takento be regular,as in the twentyslope of Figure 8 is not exactly unity, since the local two dipolar tetrahedralstructuresabove,then the coordigeometrieshave been energetically modelled by taking s
nation about the anions is that shown in Figure 7. An
orbitalsaloneon the ligands.(Use of the valences and p OBeamoleculewith this geometrylies below any of the
orbitals on the Be atoms does not improve the situation. conformations1,2 and 3 in energy (Table 4), and as
An accurate numerical representationcould be obtained shown in Figure 6, the three-dimensional
pBeO crystal
structure lies lower both in one electron orbital energy
and in Madelungenergythan any of the twenty-two types
above except that of wurtzite (a-BeO). This occurs
despitethe fact that four ofthe twenty-onehigherenergy
types have the same number of sharededgesas pBeO,
and one has fewer. As shown in Figure 8, the energy of p
- t 55
BeO relativeto a-BeO is well approximatedby the same
linear expression.basedon the relative energiesof the
)
/
constituentOBef,6moleculeswhich appliedto the dipolar
o
/
)
g/
tetrahedral structures. Thus, anion coordination geomeE

Table 4. Energies and overlap populations in OBea Molecular
Units'
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Locolgeometryenergysum{eVformuto
unit)
Fig. E. The correlation between the one electron band
structure energy of BeO polymorphs and an energy computed by
adding local contributions from each anion coordination
polyhedron. Energies of the 5 possible local environments (Fig.
7) are found from calculations on OBef,6 "molecules." The
structures plotted and meaning of symbols are as in Fig. 6. The
small numbers by some of the points tell how many points are
representedby the single symbol.

th
Fig. 9. Idealized crystal structure of B-BeO. Shaded
rhombusesare pairs of edge-sharingBeO4tetrahedra seendown
z. The dashedlines show one of the planar four-memberedrings
composedof 2 Be atoms (squares)and 2 O atoms (circles).
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try alone can enable one to rank energetically even
sufficiently similar structure types with different anion
packings.It can further help to rationalize the occurrence
of structureslike B-BeO with more sharededges(but also
more stableanion environments)than some unobserved
alternatives. We shall return to the B-BeO structure in
discussingsharededgeshorteningand nonbondedrepulsions.
Although our analysisthus arrivesat the sameconclusion concerningthe lowest energy structure as does an
ionic interpretation,it is importantto stressthat it doesso
for very different reasons. In particular, the different
anion coordination geometries do not differ in energy
because of increased cation-cation repulsions at the
tighter Be-G-Be angles.Instead the energy diferences
are due almostentirelyto the ability of the centraloxygen
atom to form stronger bonds when its coordinatedBe
atoms are arrangedtetrahedrally. This can be seen from
severalarguments.
First, one can considerthe variousbond overlappopulationsin molecules0-3. As can be seenfrom Table4, the
averageBe-O bond overlap population increasesfor the
more stablemolecules,and the correlationof energywith
Be-O bond overlap population for these moleculesis
nearly exact (r2 = 0.9997).The Be-Be bond overlap
population not only has a poorer correlation with the total
energy(12: 0.8765),but correlatesthe wrong way: the
higherenergymoleculeshave less total Be-Be repulsion
as measuredby averagebond overlappopulations.Thus,
while Be-Be interactions contribute a net destabilization
to all of these molecules,that destabilizationis reduced
by bringing the Be atoms closer together. This is not
surprising when one considers that the Be atoms are
extremely electron poor, so that bringing them together
enhancessmall bonding interactionsbetweenthem. So,
decreasingmolecularstability in the sequence0, l, 2, 3 is
dominatedby poorerBe-O bonding(measuredby smaller
O-Be bond overlappopulations),with a slightcounterbalancingeffectdue to Be-Be attractions(measuredby less
negativeBe-Be bond overlap populations).
Perhaps an even stronger argument for this point of
view in the molecularcaseis provided by the data in the
third column of Table 4. This showsthe relativeenergies
of the four molecules determined by a calculation in
which all overlap integrals and Hamiltonian elements
betweendifferentBe atomswere set equalto zero. In this
calculation the ligands can feel only the central atom, not
one another. Despite this, the energy differencesin this
calculation are proportional to and nearly as large as
those in the calculation including ligand-ligand overlaps.
Thus, at most a small percentageofthe differencescan be
caused by metal-metal interactions. Whether the decrease in Be-O bonding, as the geometry distorts away
from tetrahedral, is due to a change in s-p mixing
(Burdett, 1979)or occurs via a changein overlap between
predominantly oxygen 2p orbitals and the ligands (Burdett,1976) in a question we shall not tackle here. That the

Table 5. Energies and overlap populations in solid BeO
variants"
Suns
0-0

Struclure
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total one-electron stabilization energy associated with
oxygen-beryllium orbital interactions decreaseson distortion is, however, unequivocal.
Finally, it is possibleto apply our reasoningaboutbond
overlaps directly to the crystal structures themselves.
Table 5 shows the energies and Be-O, Be-Be and G-O
bond overlap populations of the five possible BeO structures with a (1,1) cell. These were computed using the
results of band structure calculations on the infinite
crystals and not from molecular calculations on finite
molecules.The Be-O bond overlapshave been summed
over all Be-O bondedcontactsin one unit cell, the GO
populationsrepresent similar sums over all pairs of O
atoms coordinatedto one another in the h.c.p. oxygen
lattice, and the Be-Be populations are sumsover all pairs
of Be atomsbondedto a commonoxygenatom. Just as in
the molecular casethe total energiesare extremely linear
in the Be-O bond overlap population (t = 0.994), as
shown in Figure 10. The Be-Be interactions again become less antibondingin the less stable structures,and
vary much less than the Be-O interactions.Further, in a
multiple linear regressiontheseinteractionsexplain only
6Voofthe energy variation not attributed to linear dependenceon the Be-O bond population.Be-Be interactions
thus play only a slight role in the total crystal energy. The
sameis true of the even smaller O-O interactions. Thus.
the orbital model does not in this situation bear out the
traditional explanation given for Pauling's third and

c
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Fig. 10. The correlation between averageBe-O bond overlap
population and the one-electron band structure energy for the
wurtzite structure and dipolar tetrahedral structures of Table 5.
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fourth rules, even though it agrees with these rules'
predictions.
Why then are the results of the Extended Htickel
calculationsso stronglycorrelated(r2 : 0.935)with those
of Madelung calculationsfor our twenty-two possible
BeO structures?To answer this question,we must first
consider why these structureshave different Madelung
energies.The fixed h.c.p. oxygen framework in these
structuresguaranteesthat every anion seesthe samesite
potential due to neighboringanions in all twenty-two
structures. Further, every anion in any one of these
structureshas the same number of cations at any given
distanceas any other anion, so the contributionofcationanion interactionsto the Madelung energy will also be
identical throughout these types. They will differ in
energy only becauseof cation-cation repulsions. The
strong correlation between Madelung energy and shared
edgessuggeststhat repulsionsbetweenneighboringcations accountfor most ofthe energydiferences.Thus, an
approximationto the Madelungenergycould be obtained
by evaluatingthe cation-cationrepulsionsin molecules03. This is simply

r34
,' zt:i = t

'u

The total one-electronenergyof thesemolecules,however, is very surprisinglyalso proportionalto

>lri;
This is shown in Figure I I, which plots energy as a
function of

>lr1
not only for molecules0-3 but for a number of other
arrangements(Fig. 7) of four Be atoms around a central
oxygen.Theseinclude both fairly regular and extremely
distorted geometries.In this plot we have dropped all
interactionsbetweenpairsof Be atomsin order to guarantee that we are seeinga covalent effect unrelatedto Be-Be
repulsions,but an identical correlation results if these
interactions are retained.
The originsof this remarkableproportionality(suggested to us by Dr. T. H. Upton) which plainly lies at the
heart of the agreement between the covalent and ionic
models in their energeticpredictions on this family of
structures leads to a problem in molecular stereochemistry which is at present unresolved. As already
stressed,the result is not a reflection of Be-Be repulsions. Rather the molecules behave as if there were
localized hybrid orbitals pointing to each of the ligands,
and as if these bonding hybrids interacted purely by
electrostaticrepulsion.
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Fig. 11.The covalentenergies
for a moleculeOBef,6as a functionof the sum of the Be-Be
areshownin Fig.7.
The 1l geometries
distances.
The geometrical implications of this result are thus
identical to the predictionsof the familiar valenceshell
electron pair repulsion (vsepn) model (Burdett, 1980;
Gillespie, 1972) which attempts to explain molecular
geometriesas resultingfrom so-called"Pauli repulsions"
betweenlocalizedpairsof electronsabouta centralatom.
If thesepairs repelledone anotherentirely by Coulombic
forces, the energy predictedby vsern would be proportional to

s-, -

I
rij

and hence parallel to the variationsin the one-electron
molecular orbital energy. The vsEPRapproach can be
codifiedand appliedto dynamicproblemsin the so-called
(POS)model (Bartell and Plato, 1973;
points-on-a-sphere
Bartell, 1984).Here ligand atoms are treated as points at a
constantdistancefrom a central atom which interact via
repulsive forces to give an energy of I l/ql for some n.
Physically, these interactions are presumedto include
hybridization effects, ligand-ligand steric repulsion, electrostatic forces and "Pauli forces" betweenbond pairs.
Using these assumptionsthe observedvibrational force
constantsmay be usedto fix the value of n. For molecular
PF5 it appears that the repulsions may be much harder
thanthoseseenin the "ionic" casehere(n : 7). This may
be causedby the largenonbondedrepulsionsbetweenthe
electron-rich, closed shell, fluorine atoms compared with
weak attractive interactions between the electron-poor
Be atoms in OBef6. If n were not close to I in OBea,
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Madelungcalculationsalone would not provide a means
of computingrelative energiesof our BeO polymorphs,
thougha more complex ionic model incorporatinga l/rn
repulsiveforce might apply. Also it has not escapedour
attention that PF5 is a much more "covalent" system
than OBef,6.Molecularorbital calculationsfor hypothetical octet AX4 systemsshow that the law of force between
the ligands,or bond pairs hardensquite dramaticallyas
the electronegativitydifference between A and X decreases.This may well be the reason for the failure of
Madelungtype ideasin generalto predict the most stable
structurein more "covalent" materials.
Finally, we commenton the relationbetweenour ideas
and Pauling's(1960)own valencebond interpretationof
molecularstructures.We predict that sharededges are
destabilizingbecausethey result in distortedanion coordinationsand henceweaker metal-oxygenbonding.This
argument is quite similar to that used by Pauling to
explain the tetrahedralstructureof methane.This structure is found not becauseof H-H repulsionbut because
the tetrahedralarrangementenablesstrong sp3 bonding
hybrids to form. lndeed both Pauling-typegeneralized
valencebond (GVB) calculations(performedby Dr. T. H.
Upton) and ExtendedHtickel calculationspredict methaneto be tetrahedral,and the two methodsagreenumericalfy to within 7Vo in their predictions of the energy
differencesamongmoleculesCHa in configurations0, l,
2, and 3 (Table 6). Unfortunately,GVB calculationscan
be applied neither to highly ionic moleculeslike OBei6
nor yet to solids, but the qualitativeargumentthat fourcoordinateeight electronanions should seekto form sp3
hybrids and hence should prefer a regular tetrahedral
geometryremains.Interestingly,in his original paper on
rules for ionic solids, Pauling(1929)implicitly uses this
argumentby rationalizingthe six-memberedringsin beryl
as makingthe Si-O-Si anglecloseto the tetrahedralangle
of 109".In a purely ionic compound this angle should
prefer to open to 180".By and large, of course,Pauling
employed ionic ideas in dealing with solids, but it is
startlingto see how applying modern ideas of electronic
structureto "ionic" crystals results in an interpretation
of their geometrywhich is largely convergentwith that
pioneeredby Paulingin the molecularrealm.
The important role we have assigned here to anion
coordinationgeometry and our almost total neglect of

cationcoordinationis not by any meansnew to us. Wells
(1975),O'Keeffe and Hyde (1982),Caro (1968,1972),and
Franzen (1966))among others have all pointed out the
importanceof anion coordinationin explaininga number
of otherwisecomplex structuretypes. The concentration
of O'Keeffeand Hyde (1978,1981,1982)on anion coordination and cation-cation distancesis particularly close to
our view of the importanceof bond anglesat the anions.
Nevertheless,the tradition of reporting and considering
only cation coordinations,thoughcondemnedalreadyby
Bragg (1930), is still alive. Crystallographersshould
thereforeagainbe remindedthat not every structuretype
is best describedor explainedby ignoring the environment of half the atomsand most of the valenceelectrons.
Rule 5: parsimony

"The numberof essentiallydifferentkinds of constituents in a crystal tends to be small." (Pauling,1929.)
It is not obviousthat this rule bearsa particularlyclose
connectionto any particular energeticmodel, and it has
not beenfrequentlyaddressedin the literature after 1929.
Brage (1930)regardedit as a corollary of rule I (which
limits variationin cation coordinationnumber)and rule 2
(which combinedwith rule I limits the numberand type
of cations about each anion). While this rule is not
intendedto imply that essentiallyequivalentconstituents
must be crystallographicallyequivalent, it is certainly
related to the more fundamentalobservationthat most
commonmaterialsare crystallineratherthan amorphous.
This at least guaranteesthat the number of essentially
differentkinds of constituentsof a materialwill be finite
rather than infinite.
We have little insight as to why either of these rules
should be the case beyond the fact that they are consequencesof the short-rangenature of interatomic potentials. (Consider, for example, an assemblageof balls
connectedby springswhich would at equilibriumpossess
a periodicarrangement).Covalentforcesin the Extended
Hiickel approximation fall off much more rapidly than
electrostaticforces (energiesdecreaseat least as r-3
rather than r-r). Further, the perturbation arguments
carried out in Appendix I and alluded to above have
shown that orbital interactionsoperatingsolely between
nearestneighboringatomsact to favor identicaltycoordinatedanions.To what degreeobservationdemandsthese
extremely short range forces rather than much longer
rangeionic interactionsis by no meansobvious, however.
Indeed one of the more difficult problemsfor either
Table6. Relativeenergies(eV) of CHa moleculesin the
the covalent or ionic model to resolve is how ordered
geometries
O-3.
structureswith extremely large unit cells (e.g., 15004
CenefalLzed
Extended
dimensionc in somepolytypesof SiC (Shaffer,1969)can
valence
bond
Hiicke I
be producedeven by electrostaticforces.
0
0
0
Finally, it is interestingthat Baur et al. (1983)have
1-390
1. 3 4 9
1
2.630
2 -657
2
developeda numericalindex for the degreeofparsimony
3.89r1
3
in a crystal structure, and have shown that using this
measuremany crystal structures are not parsimonious
acalculatlons
upton
T.Hperformecl by Dr.
but lavish in their use of differentlocal environments.
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Shared edge shortening and nonbonded repulsions
Pauling'sfive rules deal entirely with structurespossessingidealized regular cation coordination polyhedra.
In the remaining portion of his papei (Pauling, 1929),
however, he statesan extremely useful consequenceof
the electrostaticmodel of crystal energies,namely that
shared edges between cation coordination polyhedra
should be shortened because of metal-metal Coulomb
repulsions. More recently O'Keeffe and Hyde (1978,
1981, 1982)have argued that many features of crystal
structures can be explained by very hard metal-metal
repulsivepotentialsresultingin cations behavingessentially as hard sphereswith large and constantnonbonded
radii.
Sharededge shorteninghas been investigatedextensively using molecularorbital methodsof widely varying
degreesof sophistication(seereferencesin Gibbs et al.,
l98l). Thesestudieshave invariablyemployedmolecules
or "molecular" fragments torn from crystal structures,
but have almost always producedresults in close agreement with observation(one exception being a CNDO/2
study of Mg2SiSa, the sulfide analogue of forsterite
(Mclarnan et al., 1979).
To see qualitatively how nearest neighbor covalent
forces might produce sharededge shorteningeven in the
absenceof direct metal-metalinteractions,Considerthe
coordination polyhedra about the anions in a dipolar
tetrahedral structure with only one shared edge in each
MO4 tetrahedron. This local geometry is shown in Figure
12. It is obvious that shorteningthe O-O distancein the
sharededgewhile maintaininga constantM-O distance
results in more regular OMa tetrahedra. Such a distortion
should therefore be favored by the anion hybridization
effectswhich were used above to explain the energetic
differences among dipolar tetrahedral structures with
regularcationcoordinationtetrahedra.Indeed,one might
expect that in the total absenceof nonbondedinteractions, the requirementsof anion hybridizationwould lead
to a configurationin which the OMt tetrahedra were
exactly regular and the MOn tetrahedra suffered extreme
distortions (in particular, they would have one O-M-O
angle of 70.53). Thus, sharededge shorteningcertainly
does not imply direct metal-metalrepulsions.

Fig. 12. The local coordination geometries about the two
oxygen atoms composing a shared edge in a dipolar tetrahedral
structure.
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To renderthis argumentmore quantitative,to study the
roles of M-M and O-O interactions in shared edge
shortening,and to understandwhy observedstructures
do not show the extreme distortionsof cation coordination polyhedra predicted from hybridization efects above
it is necessaryto carry out some calculations. The
obvious choice of structure on which to perform these is
FBeO (Fig. 9), both becauseit is observedand becauseit
can be distorted to give the O-Be-O angle at the shared
edgeany desired value without changingany of the Be-O
distances.Details of the distortion pathway are described
in Appendix l. An additional advantageof B-BeO is that
if the O-Be-O angle in the 4-rings (and consequentlythe
Be-O-Be angle as well) is set equal to 90o, a structure
resultswhich is its own antistructure.That is, interchanging the Be and O atomsproducesa geometricallyidentical
crystal. This self-complementary arrangement is that
predictedby a pure Madelungcalculation.Thus, distortions from O-Be-O : 90" can be used to measure the
relative importance of Be-Be repulsions (which would
tighten this angle)and O-O repulsions(which would open
it). Of course,hybridizationeffectsaroundthe anionswill
also prove important here.
The one-electronenergyofp-BeO as a function ofthe
O-Be-O angle at the shared edge is shown in Figure 13.
As can be seen, a shortening of the shared edge is
predicted,and the calculatedO-Be-O angleof 103.3'isin
acceptableagreement with the observed value of 98.4'
obtainedfrom powder data (Smith et al., 1965).
The explanation for this calculated bond angle can be
seenin Figure 14, which shows the variation with O-BeO angle of (l) the Be-Be and GO bond overlap populations across the ring, and (2) the average of the O-Be
bond overlap populationsat each oxygen. This shows
that there are two effects acting to open the O-Be-O
angle. First, there are cross-ringO-O repulsionsbetween
the nearly filled shell oxygen atoms, and secondthere are
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This is borne out by the bond overlap populations plotted
in Figure 14. The greater electronegativity of oxygen
-o-1means that changes in O-O bond populations have a
larger energetic effect than comparablechangesin those
018
for Be-Be. All these conclusionsmight be strengthened
by reducing nonbonded interactions further still; but
00r
unfortunately,attemptingthis resultsin an ill-conditioned
Hamiltonianmatrix.
-0 0l
The interpretation that sharededgelength representsa
compromisebetween short anion-anionedgesfavored by
Be-Be
-003
anion hybridization efects and long edges favored by
anion-anionrepulsionand cation-cationattraction is obviously at odds with the conventionalelectrostaticmodel.
o -0.0s
It is alsoat oddswith O'Keeffeand Hyde's (1978,1981,
1982)view that crystal geometriesare largely determined
o
0,00
by a very hard repulsivecation-cationpotential,of which
o
we see no trace. Both these other interpretations,result
o
in incorrect geometric predictions for B-BeO. A pure
0
0
2
rD
point charge model leads to an GBe-O angle of 90'. A
model in which metal-metal repulsions dominate O-O
-0 04
repulsionsshould result in d(Be-Be) > d(O-O) in the 4
rings, so that O-Be-O < 90". Some indication of the
ll0,
90"
80.
100.
failureof this secondapproachis shownin Table 7, which
LO-Be-O
p-BeO and
Fig. 14. Calculatedaveragebond overlap populations comparesmetal-metal and O-O distancesin
"one
two
its
derivatives
with
sums
of
the
angle"
of
the
betweenbondedatomsand betweenthe nonbonded
metaland
nonbondedradii from O'Keefe and Hyde (1981).Let us
oxygenatomsat the sharededgein p-BeO.
state first of all that our use of these "one angle"
nonbondedradii is technically incorrect sincethey are not
designedfor such squareenvironmentsbut much more
cross-ringBe-Be attractionsbetweenthe extremelyelec- open ones.However, we have usedthesevaluesfor lack
tron deficientberylliumatoms.This attractiveinteraction of anything better to representthat ill-definedquantity
betweenthe metal atoms meansthat the observedangle "nonbondedradius." As can be seen,the oxygen atoms
cannot be viewed as a balancebetweenO-O and Be-Be are well over two radii apart, but the metal-metal separainteractions,sincetheseboth act to enlargethe angleOtion averages0.42A less than the sum of the nonbonded
Be-O. The balancing energetic contribution acting to radii.
decreasethis angleis the preferenceofthe oxygenatoms
Thus, our energeticinterpretation is novel, and the
for tetrahedral OBea coordination. This effect is not covalentapproach,unlike modelsbasedon point charges
clearly shown by the trend of the O-Be bond overlap or fixed nonbonded metal-metal distances, produces
population,but its importancein the total energyof both
crystal and molecular tetrahedral structures has been
Table7. Geometric
datain pBeO andderivatives"
amply demonstratedabove by examiningrather simpler
observed
nadlus sun
Dislance
Compound
structuretypes than FBeO.
D-&O
2.70
B€-Be
In order to confirm the importanceof O-O repulsions
2 .24
o-o
and Be-Be attractions and to attempt to weigh their
B-B€0
relative magnitudes, we repeated these calculations
b
2.66
Li-A1
3.12
t-LiAl 0,
"turning down" first the O-O interaction and then the
2.'t\
2.24
0-o
Li
AI
02
1Be-Be interactionby artificially halving all O-O (or Be2.85
2.50
Li-Be
Be) overlap integrals.In both casesthe O-Be-O angle
r-Li - BeSiO,.c
2 .6\
Li-s1
3.03
1-Li2Besi04
shrank, as expectedif O-O interactionswere repulsive
2.60
2.24
0-0
r-Li2BeSi0!
and Be-Be ones attractive. The change in equilibrium
2.61
2 -2\
0-0
t-Li2BeSi0{
angle was, however, small (1.8'when O-O interactions
were reducedand 1.5'when Be-Be were reduced).This
and 0-0 nonbonded distances acaoss the
A comparison of netal-neLaI
cith the nonbonded radii
A-rings in B-BeO and bro of its derivatives
suggeststhat either the Be-Be attractivepotentialor the
of 0rKeeffe and Hyde ( 11981
),
O-O repulsivepotentialmust be quite hard (presumably
(smlth,
a
Cl.lne and Austerman ( 1965) )
the latter). Further. it hints that while both Be-Be attracb, (Howle and llesb (1974))
tions and O-O repulsionsaffectthe equilibriumgeometry,
c. (Marezio (1965))
the O-O interactionsmay be somewhatmore important.
0.20
(Be -0)
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qualitativelycorrect behaviorin the 4-rings(d(Be-Be) <
can still be employed to study energetic diferences
d(GO)), and indeed makes a quantitativelyacceptable amongstructureshaving two- or three-coordinateanions
predictionof the O-Be-O angle.
as long as all the anion sitesin the structuresin question
have substantiallyidentical nearest neighbor environLower anion coordination numbers
ments (e.g., all planar or all pyramidal). We have done
In all the compoundsdiscussedso far, the anionshave this, for example in a study of structures related to
coordinationnumberfour, and henceprefer a tetrahedral arsenicwith pyramidalthree-coordination(Burdettet al.'
environment, just as they wotild in the electrostatic l98l). We sketchhere the broad resultsof a study of the
model. With lower coordinationnumbers,however, the structuresof rutile and a-PbO2.If these structure types
predictionsof the two models diverge further. A pure are idealizedby regardingthem as basedon idealhexagopoint charge model would predict that a molecule like nal close packing of the anions, as shown in Figure 15,
NH3 shouldbe planarand that H2O shouldbe linear,since then the anionsin both structureshave the nearly planar
in these conformationsthe cation-cation distancesare Y-shapedcoordinationenvironmentsof Figure 16. Band
maximized.Molecular orbital arguments,however, lead structure calculationsusing these idealized structures
to the correct predictionthat both thesemoleculesshould with Si and O atomic parametersand with d(Si-O) set
be bent. To a first approximation,the hydrogen atoms equal to that in stishovite (rutile-type SiOz) places the
with rutile type significantlylower in energy than a-PbO2'as
shouldoccupy2or3 of the verticesof a tetrahedron,
lone pairs of electrons pointing toward the remaining
vertices.This prediction is made either by simple argumentsfrom perturbationtheory or Walsh diagrams(Burdett, 1980)or usingtraditionalelectroncountingmethods
(Gillespie,1972).
Numerical calculationsof the extendedHtickel type
reproducepoorly the geometriesoftwo and threecoordinate molecular hydrides but appear to be reliable for
nonhydrides.There is also evidencehoweverthat, as the
electronegativityofX decreases,a long way below that of
A in an AXn system with n -- 2, 3 then the linear and
trigonal planar geometriesrespectivelyare the ones expectedon both orbital and electrostaticreasoning.Molecular exampleshoweverare few; linear Li2O is one known
experimentallyas a gas phasemolecule,but calculations
havebeenperformedon many unknown moleculesof this
type (Dill et al., 1977\. LiNH2 is one such species,
predictedto be pyramidal by vsnrn but computedto be
most stableat the planarstructure.The electronicfactors
influencingthe stabilitiesof the two geometrieswill be
finely balanced,involving ionic and covalent contributions to the energy.
In view of this difficulty, we must be careful in using
band structure calculations to study the local anion
geometriesin solids with two- and three-coordinateanions. It is interestinghowever,that an informal survey of
binary halide crystal structures with two- and threecoordinatehalogensshows that pyramidal or bent anion
configurationsoccur in a substantialmajority of these
structures.The exceptionsare nearly all very ionic fluorides. A preferencefor bent or pyramidal coordination
does not imply massiveviolation of the third and fourth
rules, since a tetrahedral bond angle at the anions is
Fig. 15. Idealizationsof the crystalstructuresof rutile (a) and
sufficient to preclude the sharing of, say, tetrahedral
o-PbOz&), where both structures are regarded as having ideal
edgesor octahedralfaces without substantialdistortion. h.c.p. anion-arrays.Stippledoctahedraare occupiedby cations
Of course, bent configurationsare known to be often at z = ll2; unstippledoctahedrahave cations at z = 0' Also
found at the oxygen sites in silicates, for example. shown are fragments of the two different infinite M2X (M =
(Tosselland Gibbs, 1978;Newton, 1981;Gibbs et al., cation, X = anion) chains which make up these structures.In
l98l).
these chains, 3-coordinateatoms are anions and the other
Despiteits shortcomings,the ExtendedHtickel method (bridgingand terminal)atoms are cations.
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M

M

M
Fig. 16. The oxygen coordinationenvironmentin the
idealizedrutile and a-pbO2structures.
expected.Both rutile and a-PbO2can be formedby fusing
togetherchainsof compositionSi2Owhich are shown in
Figure 15. These chains are chosen to be the simplest
onesthat containall of the siliconatomswhich coordinate
a given chain oxygen atom. The Si2Ochains in the two
structuretypes are inequivalent;those in a-pbO2representtwisted versionsof those in rutile. The differencein
the energyper oxygen atom in thesetwo chains,treated
as l-dimensionalcrystals, is nearly exactly equal to the
diference in energy per O atom we computedin the 3dimensionalcrystal structuresthemselves.Thus, ro comparethe energiesof thesetwo structures,it is sufficientto
compare the energies of the constituent chains. It is
possibleto understandthe energeticsof thesetwo chains
by looking at individual orbitals at various points in ftspace, but the analysis is complex and will not be
presentedhere. Notice however that the chainswe consider are not the octahedraledge-sharing(SiOa)chains
which would first occur to a crystallographer looking at
the cation coordinationin thesestructures,but are based
instead on the anion coordination environments. As
shouldbe expected,the energiesofthe octahedral(SiOa)
chains, in which the electron-richO atoms have their
coordinationenvironmentsdisrupted, do not match the
energiesof the two 3-D structures.This illustratesagain
the extreme importanceof anion coordinationin determining "ionic" crystal structures.It is interestingthat we
have not been able to understandthe energydifferences
betweenrutile and a-PbO2by using small "molecular"
fragmentslike the OBeaunits used above, but this time
have been compelledto consider infinite chains as our
buildingblocks. We suggestthat an orbital interpretation
of solidswith 2- and 3-coordinateanionsin generalshould
be accessibleusing similar ideas.
Conclusions
We summarizeour major conclusions.
l. Pauling's first rule predicts coordination numbers
badly, even for the alkali halides.Far superiorsortingof
structurescan be obtained using pseudopotentialradii,
which are correlated with both atomic size and electronegativity. (This comes from earlier work; see Burdett
and Price, l98l).

oF PAULING'S RT]LES

2. The valencesum rule has a largetopologicalcomponent. Much of the nontopologicalcontentof this rule can
be understoodto follow from the conclusionsofperturbation theory. Electronegativeanionstend to be coordinated by electropositivecationsand vice-versa,and identical
anionsprefer similar environments.In hypotheticalcompoundssuchas LiSiSN in which the more electropositive
anion has a lower formal charge, perturbation theory and
the valence sum rule make opposite site preference
predictions.The orbital interpretation,unlike the ionic
model, yields a simple explanation for the extended
valencesum rule.
3. Cation coordinationpolyhedra in tetrahedralcompounds tend not to share geometric elementsbecause
structures with edge or face sharing have distorted anion
coordination environmentswhich result in poor anion
hybridizationand weakermetal-anionbonds.The energy
of a distortedtetrahedralOMa "molecule" is proportional to >l/rij, wherer;i runs over all metal-metaldistancesin
the molecule.This proportionality helps to explain the
successof the electrostaticmodel and Madelungcalculations in general.
4. Shortenedsharededgesbetweencationcoordination
polyhedraarisefrom a balancebetweenanion hybridization effects (favoring short edges) and both anion-anion
repulsionand, to a lesserdegree,cation-<ationattraction
(favoringlong edges).Nonbondedmetal-metalrepulsion
does not play a significantrole.
Thus, molecularorbital ideas allow one to reinterpret
Pauling's classic rules in terms more compatible with
modern ideas of bonding than the original electrostatic
model. The reinterpretationbearsout many of Pauling's
predictionsand allows some others to be modifiedto fit
better the results of the past fifty years of structural
research.Like any simple model, qualitativeor approximate,our molecularorbital methodsrepresentan approximation to the precisequantummechanicaltruth. Nevertheless, this approximation has proven tremendously
productive in understandingmolecular structures.It is
thus pleasing indeed to one believing in the unity of
nature that such methods have somethingto say about
crystalsas well.
Finally, thereis a nice symmetryin an understandingof
Pauling'srules basedon the very ideasof orbital hybridization and covalent interactionswhich Pauling himself
pioneeredin the study of molecules.
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distanceand oxygen parameters,but allowed only 2s orbitals on
Be with H;i : -8.0 eV.
Calculationson MgAION used the above oxygen parameters.
Other Slaterexponentswere 1.950(N) and 1.058(Mg and Al).
Coulombintegralswere -26.0 (N2s), -13.4 (N2p), -9.0 (Mg3s),
-4.5 (Mg3p),- 12.3(Al3s)and -6.5 (Al3p).In somecalculations
O and N were replaced with an averaged anion whose Slater
exponent and Hi; were the arithmetic means of those for O and
N. The crystal structuresused were ideal h.c.p. arrangements
with a volume per anion equal to that reported for MgAION by
O'Keeffeet al. (1981).
Calculationson SiO2in the rutile and a-PbO2types used the O
parametersabove.The Slaterexponentfor Si was 1.383and its
Hi; were -17.3 (3s) and -9.2 (3p). No d orbitalswere included.
The crystal structures were idealized to hexagonal closepackingswith a Si-O distancefor 6-coordinatesilicon of 1.77A.
The calculations on one-dimensional chains replaced the
terminalSi by Si' havingonly a 3s orbital at -13.2 eV.
The H1 were computed by using the arithmetic mean
Wolfsberg-Helmholzformula with K = 1.75. Energies were
computedusing the specialpoints method (Baldareschi,1973;
Chadi and Cohen, 1973).Here is not the place to discussthe
details of the tight-binding approach we have used. The
enquiring reader should refer to Whangbo et al. (1978) for a
discussion.
Appendix 2: Perturbation TheoreticResults
For two orbitals q and 92 with energiesHrr ( Hzz < 0, the
ExtendedHtckel seculardeterminantis
0:det|

Hr2-sr2E
Hr, - E

If we assumeHu : fS,, (Hi; + Hr;)with K : 2, andwrite E = H,,
+ e this becomes
( H u z- e ) S r z
l-.
0 : d e tI
lt -(-H z z e ) S r z H 2 2- H 1 1- e
: -4Hzz - Hil - e) - (Hzz - e)2Siz

(l)

If we are interestedonly in the stabilization of the lower energy
orbital, 91 we may assumeeis small.Explicitly, we assumeHr2
and H22- H, , are of the sameorder and that e and Sf2H22are of
the sameorder and are smallcomparedto H22.Equation(l) can
then be written to first order in e as

Appendix 1: Geometricaland Atomic Parameters
Our calculationswere of the extendedHiickel type (Hotrman,
1962;Hotrmann and Lipscomb, 1962)and employed, for the
crystalline materials the standard tight-binding approach (from
Whangboet al., 1978,for example).The bandstructureprogram
was written by M-H Whangbo (North Carolina State University). Calculationson crystallineBeO usedSlaterexponents0.975
(Be) and 2.275 (O). The Hii (in eV) were -10.0 (Be2s), -6.0
(BeZp),-12.1 (O2s)and -U.8 (O2p).The Be-O bond distance
was 1.649A.The wurtzite type and other close-packed
structures
hadthe anionsin an idealh.c.p. arrangement.In ftBeO the angle
O-Be-O between the two Be-O bonds in a four-memberedrine
was varied, keeping d(Be-O) : l.649l. The O-Be-O angt!
betweenthe two "back" bondsnot in the 4-ringwas set equalto
lW.47". Calculationson OBea"molecules" usedthe samebond

l H , ', - g
l|H -t '' - S , E

-

e o ( H z z - H , , ) - H ; r S ? ,= 0 , i . e . , e' n- -

Hltsl
Hzz-Hl

Since eeis of order (HzzSrz)2,this is called the secondorder
correction to the energy. To find the fourth order correction to
the energy,we let e : qy+ 4 in (l). Now all termslinearin eeor
quadraticin S,, cancel,and the largestremainingtermsarethose
involving n, 4 or Sf2. Keeping these rerms only in (l) gives
-tn(Hzz - Htt) *
4 + 2H22esS]2: 0, so that
'"

.e
H:, - H,,

2H22eoSl2
H 2 z- H U

HlrSl,
(Hz:- H,r)3

2H)2s12
( H z z- H , , ) 2

To find the wavefunction ry'of the lower energy molecular
orbital to second order, write r2 : ctgr I c2(p2and solve
simultaneouslythe secularequations
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(Hrr - E)cr + (Hrz - SrzE)cu: 0
(H12- S12E)c1
+ (Hzz- E)c, : g
Using

H1rS1,

E=Hrr*eo:Hrr-

repfacedby (Et, E), @2, *), chargemigratesaway from orbitals
92and ga and toward orbitals q and 91.
Proof: It is obvious that since the energy decreasesin this
process,there must be some such movementof charge from
higher to lower energy orbitals. To work out the details, we
constructthe wavefunctionsto secondorder. In the first case,
the two occupiedmolecularorbitalswill be

Hr, - Htt

| -

and ignoring terms smaller than second order yields

['-

|.

/

tzu,,u,,- H3,)s?,\

----::::-------- H")'
2(H22

rvr

I

H,,s,,

::---------::-v2
H z z- H ' r

Higher order wavefunctionsare found in the sameway.
Betweentypical pairs ofreal atoms,Sl2 is not independentof
Hr, - H", but is roughlyproportionalto (Hzz- H11)-'. In the
calculationsbelow, we assumeSl2 a(H22- H,,) n, n > 0, which
includesboth this caseand the caseS12= constant(asin someof
the numericalcomputationsdiscussedin the text).
Now let et, ez, e3 and ga be four atomic orbitalswith H1 <
Hzz( H:r ( Haa( 0. Orbitals g and 92 are to lie on anions,93
and gaon cations.For convenience,we denoteH;; simply by H;.
In all our calculationsthe occupiedorbitals are stronglyanionlocated, so it is enough to look at how various interactions
p€rturb orbitals 91 and rp2.We now prove remarks l-4 from the
text.
Remark l: A crystal containinginteractions(q, q) and (Ez,
9r) is more stablethan one containinginteractions(91, 9i) and
\pz, Ei.
Proof: The second order stabilization resulting from the first
- H,) - (H3S33)/(H3
- Hr),
pair of interactionsis - (H?S?4)/(H4
and the stabilizationresultingfrom the secondpair is - (H4SL)/
(Hr - H,) - (H?S;4y(H4- Hr). If Sfr a(H1 - Hi) n, then the
differencebetweenthesetwo stabilizationsis proportionalto

Hi
(Ho - H,)"*t

H.,S13
e3

/e'-H,-Hr

(2H2H4- H?)si\
t Q)2 ( H 4- H r ) ' I

I r - --------:-

so that when properly normalized,
| |
\

21g.-"y

and

- H
" , : -HE
5, " , ,
r' d

v-

(2HrHi - Hirsi.\

\

-

HoS,o

-- --------:--94

Ho- Hr'

.

In the secondcase,the orbitalswill havethe sameform but with
subscripts(1,4)and (2,3).To computethe orbital chargesresulting from a normalizedorbital agi + b91,one observesthat the
chargedensity is a2tfi + ZabE1q+ b2d. If the chargecoming
from rg2is assignedto orbital 9; the charge coming from 9i is
assignedto 91,and the bond densityfrom 9; 9; is dividedevenly,
and if the orbital contains two electrons, then the number of
electronsin g is 2a2+ 2absij,and the numberof electronsin g.;is
2b2 + 2absij. Applying this formula to the orbitals above and
ignoringtermsofdegreegreaterthan 2 in 51 resultsin the atomic
orbital occupanciesshown in Table 8. The inequalitieslisted in
that Table are those we prove here.
If Sfra (It - Hi)-", then to prove the relationshipclaimedfor
the chargeson orbital 3 amounts to showing that
HrHr

-

(H, - Hd""

HrH.

Ar, - ,U*

'

i.e., that
Hr

H2

(H3 - H1)n*2

(H: - Hr)"*',

Table 8. Charges from perturbation theory

H?
(H, - Hr)"*t

In LeracLions

(1,3);(2,4)

(1,rt);(2,3)

Orbi!a1

-Hi-H3

(Hr - Hz)n*r

^ ^ lt,trtlq I

(Hr - Hr)n*r

l H u - Hl,' l

This can be written as f(Hz) - f(Hr),
w h e r e f ( x )=

'1
t3
, ,.
(Ho - x)n*t
(Hr - x)"*'

^ ^ltr"'rt3l I
I n u - ul,' I

We would like to show f(HJ - f(Hr) < 0, for which it is enough
to show that j! < 0 for x < H3. A bit of algebra yields

^

HI . s ^ sI J ? .
J

^ ^ltrt:t3r I
I tu.-r.l'l
n-u-si1'

df
;=
ox

t n + I X H ; ( H r- x ) " * 2

urnus!u

- Hl(Ho - x)'*2)/(H3 - x)""2(H4 - x)n+2
The denominatorof this expressionis positivewheneverx ( H..
Further,H3 > H?and Ha - x ) Hj - x >0, sothenumeratoris
negative,as desired.
Remark 2: lf the pair of interactions(q, E), (ez, e) is

ln r-'r)'
a

-)
(H.-H-

( H 3 _ H 1) -

)-

t tutlu

) -r

-

{ H u - n t),'

interactions
in the case thaL
orbitals
abonic
on four
charges
(left
and
column)
2 and !
1 and 3 and bebueen
orliLals
oetween
(right
(1,4);(2,3)
column)'
pairs
are
the interacting
case lhat

exisl

The

io

Lhe
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It therefore sufficesto show that

-dl -l l < 0 *

\

dx \(Hr - x)"*, I

when x < H3. This derivative is (Hr + (n + l)x)i(Hr * x)n*3.
Since x < Hr < 0, this is negative,as desired. The proofs for the
other three orbitals are identical.
Remark 3: Increasingpu^1on
decreasesthe bond overlap population between the anion and a given metal neighbor.
Proof: We show that if Hr < H2, Hr ( Hr, 91interactswith 92
and 93 and Szr = 0 then the bond overlap population between
orbitals I and 2 increases as H3 increases. We first treat this
three orbital problem just as we did the two orbital problem
above, and find that the lowest energy molecular orbital has, to
fourth order, a normalized wavefunction of the form

(2HrH,- HrS?, (2H,H.- Hi)S?.
-IC;:TF=

differencesof order 52 like those in Remark l, but to (smaller)
energy differencesof order 54.
Proof: Let Ht < Hz ( H3 ( 0. We shall show that the energy
of a pair of orbitals p1, on€ of them interacting with two rg
orbitals and one with two g, orbitals, is greater than that ofa pair
of 91 orbitals, each interacting with one <p and one 93. The
diference between these energiesappearsonly in fourth order
sii.
The second order energetic stabilization resulting from interacting 9r with <p2
and ra (i.e., forming a "molecule" epzq) is

H3s?3 H3si'
Hr-Ht

H3S?"
-tH.,
- rl, '

\

+ o(S")Jer

2(H2 - H)2

/

Hr-Ht

Similarly,a "molecule" ete2g2is stabilizedby

and q9191is stabilized by
H?S?.
-2Hr-

S'zS?r
(Hz-HrXHr-Hr)
H:(2HrHr H3)
I
2(Hr - H ' )

I

. I
\

+ ors'))q,

H r S r : . ( 4 H r H 3 -H l ) S ? 3
T-T

H, - H,

Hence,to seeondorder, two qtqzes"moleculesare stabilizedby
exactly as much as one ete2e2and one gr93g3"molecule.'r
Define e2to be

't

-l

2(H3- Hr)3

H3(2HrH2- Hjt
2(H2- H,)

H3sil
S'.S?t
(Hr - HrXHz - Hr)

Hz-H'
and er to be

H3s?.

l. ors'r)e.

Hr-H,

I

Then the fourth order contribution to the energy of 91g2g is
In this wavefunction,we may assumeS12and Sr1 are positive
(otherwisejust replacerp or 93 by - g2or - e).
€2*' €3
(--J-.
In a normalizedmolecular orbital c191+ c2g2+ ca93the bond
-H
- l 3- _ ) , e x+ e e t z+ ( H 2 - H | X H 3 - H r )
(
H
'
)
H')/
overlap populationbetweenatomic orbitals I and 2 is 4c1c2S12. \ ( H ,
For this wavefunction that population is
+
+
H3S?3 2H2(H3- Hr)S?z+ 2H3(H2- Hr)S?3}=
{H,SL

/

-\

HrS,,
Hz-H'

(3H,Hl- Hl)S?,
(H2-H')l

-

HrHlS,2S?3
(H2-Hr)2(Hr-H,)

H2(2H|H3- H3)S'2Sil
+, ^,os.\
u(J")/
(H, - H,XH, - H,)t

Only the third and fourth of these terms involve H3, so to show
that the bond overlap population increasesas H3 increases, it
sufrces to prove the derivatives of these two terms with respect
to H3 are positive wheneverH, ( H. < 0. Assumingthat Sf3
c(H3 - H1)-", the derivative of the the third term is proportional
to
4 HrH3S?2
(H2 - Hr)2(H3- H,)'*

{2(Hr - Hr) - (n + l)Hr}'

Sincethe quantityin bracesis positiveand H1H3is positive,this
is greater than 0. By a similar argument, the derivative of the
fourth term is also positive,as desired.
Remark 4: Anions of the samespeciesprefer to occupy sitesof
equal bond strength sum. This preferenceis not due to energy

ltr\

'-'
H, - H,/

I-T-lt€?f€3r-

\H,

- H,

t(er*

fr,
H
r
H'
t

€3

er){-

Hr-Hr

2H2S?2
Hz-Hr

2H3si3
Hr-Hr

= 4h + e2q(fu+ F) + 4Pc + (eu+ e) ("tz+ yr), where

and

II

Hi-Ht

Obviously, then, the fourth order contribution to the energy of
the bonding orbital of ete2e2 is 4elg + 4e2y2,and the fourth
order contribution to 919393is 4ejfu I 44y3. The diference in
energybetween2(epze) and(919292+ p,gq) (eachmolecule
having 2 electrons in the lowest energy orbital) is then 4(e2- e3)
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(&Jes- kcz) + 4(ca- cs)(7r - t). We wouldlike to Ehowthat
thisis negative,whiqhfollowsat onaefrom theobviouslnegualitiese2( er< 0, 12< 73< 0, and0 < fu < k. Thiqcompletes
the
proofofremark 4.
It is worthrcmarkingthatin spesialcBse6
likc 51 = constantor

67r

h = l all of the proofs above simplify to yleld argumeltE rnore
like that given in the body of the paper for Remart. L We have
attempted hcre to present proofs as Sgneral as possible in order
both to sugge$tthe range of validity of our retults and to qhQw
that sush simplifyi4g assumpti,onsare unneces$ary.

